88% conversion efficiency with an atomic spin wave mediated mode selection.
In studying quantum correlation and quantum memory of continuous variables of light fields and atoms, a crucial step is the retrieval of the quantum fields by converting an atomic spin wave to light, and retrieval efficiency is a crucial parameter. In this Letter, we implement a double-pass Raman scheme in Rb87 by incorporating coherent feedback. We find that the transfer efficiency from an atomic spin wave, which is generated from a Raman process in a high gain regime, to light fields is enhanced by the double-pass scheme as compared to the commonly used single-pass scheme. An atomic spin wave as high as 88% is read out, limited only by decoherence of the atomic spin waves. Our analysis shows that the enhancement effect is because a double-pass scheme introduced the coherent feedback mechanism which selects the spatial mode of an atomic spin wave via the correlated optical field and enhances the coupling efficiency between the atom and light. The correlations between the write-in and readout signals generated in such a two-pass Raman process are also better than the single-pass case. We believe such a two-pass scheme with feedback mechanism should be useful for studying continuous variables in quantum systems.